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Street Scenes from Beirut

Levantine Arabic transcript:
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English translation:
“Street Scenes: Beirut”
Mom: We’re on the road to the Corniche next to the sea. The sea is on the left. There
isn’t much traffic. Usually around four o’clock when schools get out (the IC, the ACS)
there is a lot of traffic. But right now it’s one o’clock and there’s not much traffic, but
we can’t drive however we want. I’m driving at my own comfortable pace, on the right.
If I want to speed up, I go to the left. But right now I can’t speed up because the left is
full of cars. In Beirut this kind of traffic is medium. It’s not a lot or a little.

Now we’re turning, the road curves a little. We pass in front of McDonald’s. Now the
traffic has jammed a little, and the motorcycles in Beirut drive without order. With
traffic, against traffic, opposite to traffic – they stop wherever they want, and half of all
accidents – That’s the traffic cop. That’s the traffic cop, did you hear his siren? He’s
trying to get traffic moving because it stopped here. He’s trying, but nobody’s paying
attention to him. Hear what he’s doing to get traffic to move? Okay.
Now there are people who want to cross the street over there. There’s no light for them
to cross the street. They have to cross between cars. Their lives are in danger. On the
right - that’s parking. In Arabic we say ‘parking’ but it’s “maw’af”; it’s written “maw’af
seeyarat.” And here when people drive they talk on the phone while they’re driving. In
the beginning they banned that, and they used to give tickets. But now they talk on the
phone because the police haven’t been able to give tickets. He just gives them a sign –
“Don’t talk.” Now traffic has practically stopped. Today the weather is really nice there’s sun; the sky is blue. Now I’m going to turn on my left turn signal. I remember -but I don’t always remember. A lot of people turn without a signal. I’m going to turn
left (that guy’s honking). I’m going to turn left to get to the place we’re going to.
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